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Miss Moonshine's Emporium of Happy EndingsOps Publishing
Sometimes what you need is right there waiting for you... Miss Moonshine's Wonderful Emporium has stood in the pretty Yorkshire
town of Haven Bridge for as long as anyone can remember. With her ever-changing stock, Miss Moonshine has a rare gift for
providing exactly what her customers need: a fire opal necklace that provides a glimpse of a different life; a novel whose phantom
doodler casts a spell over the reader; a music box whose song links love affairs across the generations. One thing is for certain:
after visiting Miss Moonshine's quirky shop, life is never the same again... Nine romantic novelists from Yorkshire and Lancashire,
including best-selling and award-winning authors, have joined together to create this collection of uplifting stories guaranteed to
warm your heart. This intriguing mix of historical and contemporary romances will make you laugh, cry, and believe in the happyever-after.
*Previously published as Her Forget-Me-Not Ex* The cosy and charming second novel from Sophie Claire, author of The
Christmas Holiday. A perfect read for fans of Trisha Ashley and Cathy Bramley! It's taken years, but Natasha Brown's life is finally
on track. Running a florists in the quaint village of Willowbrook, she's put her short-lived marriage to Luc Duval far behind her. That
is, until he unexpectedly walks through her shop door, three years after their divorce. Luc reveals that he never told his family
about their split, and now his father is desperately ill and demanding to meet Natasha. Luc needs her to come to France and
pretend they're still happily married. Natasha is horrified, but when Luc makes her an offer she can't refuse, reluctantly packs her
bags. The deal is two weeks on a vineyard with his family, but will Luc and Natasha be able to play the perfect couple after years
apart? And in the glorious Provence sun, will the old spark between them be impossible to ignore?
Sun, croissants and fine wine. Nothing can spoil the perfect holiday. Or can it? When Emmy Jamieson arrives at La Cour des
Roses, a beautiful guesthouse in the French countryside, she can't wait to spend two weeks relaxing with boyfriend Nathan. Their
relationship needs a little TLC and Emmy is certain this holiday will do the trick. But they've barely unpacked before he scarpers
with Gloria, the guesthouse owner's cougar wife. Rupert, the ailing guesthouse owner, is shell-shocked. Feeling somewhat
responsible, and rather generous after a bottle (or so) of wine, heartbroken Emmy offers to help. Changing sheets in the g tes will
help keep her mind off her misery. Thrust into the heart of the local community, Emmy suddenly finds herself surrounded by new
friends. And with sizzling hot gardener Ryan and the infuriating (if gorgeous) accountant Alain providing welcome distractions,
Nathan is fast becoming a distant memory. Fresh coffee and croissants for breakfast, feeding the hens in the warm evening light;
Emmy starts to feel quite at home. But it would be madness to walk away from her friends, family, and everything she's ever
worked for, to take a chance on a place she fell for on holiday wouldn't it? Fans of Jenny Colgan, Lucy Diamond and Nick
Alexander will want to join Emmy for a glass of wine as the sun sets on the terrace at La Cour des Roses. Praise for The Little
French Guesthouse: 'Like sunshine on a cloudy day this is a book to warm your heart. I loved it.' Shellyback Books 'I loved every
single page of this book and didn't want the story to end. It had me hooked from start to finish, had me giggling on the bus (rather
embarrassing). It is one of those warm, cosy books that needs coffee and croissants.' The Reading Shed 'Utterly delicious, I loved
escaping into this delightful French community, definitely a feel good book that had me with a smile on my face and laughing out
loud. You've just got to love Rupert ... With the sexy gardener providing a great distraction from Nathan's desertion, new friends
and new possibilities this is a real page turner that I thoroughly enjoyed
a truly wonderfully crafted novel that I highly recommend
for its amazing characters, plot and storytelling that make it a brilliant story to escape into. I can't wait for the next book in the
series to be available, I definitely want to read it, please!' Splashes into Books 'From the very beginning to the very end, I
absolutely adored this book If I ever found myself in a jam I would want a Rupert in my life for sure (even with his persistence and
tendency to butt-in)! The emotional journey that ended up being The Little French Guesthouse is sometimes sad, sometimes
infuriating and sometimes hilarious and abso-freaking-lutely worthy of a comfy chair, a cozy blanket and a nice cuppa.' Well Read
Pirate Queen 'Could not put down this fabulous book, peppered with humour and characters you can relate to. A wonderful, laugh
out loud summer read. One to share with friends and recommend to strangers.' Renita D'Silva 'La Cour des Roses is the name of
the guesthouse that is central to the story and with its warmth of character, picturesque gardens and eccentric owner, its a place I
would love to spend more time. I am already looking forward to book two .' Rachel's Random Reads 'What a lovely gem of a book.
I picked this book up during a particularly intense period at work and it was the perfect book, gentle and warm with some lovely
characters and a good bit of eye candy, perfect for a pick-me-up/ summer read where you just want to lose yourself in the story.'
The Met Line Reader
perfect feel-good romantic escapism!
A Winter's Dream
Snowdrops on Rosemary Lane
The perfect romantic summer escape
A Forget-Me-Not Summer
I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings
A Feel Good Romance

At the dusk of the twenty-first century, Welsh technophobe Huw is one of the billion or so hominids left on
Earth, living in a preserve at the bottom of a gravity well. The rest have emigrated, uploading their
consciousness to a vast cloud that fogs the inner solar system with a dust of molecular machinery, and
occasionally spams Earth with plans for cataclysmically disruptive technologies. Wary of anything more
sophisticated than his bicycle, Huw jumps at the chance to attend tech jury service and defend the Earth from
the scum of the post-singularity patent office. But his long-awaited stint is cut short when he becomes infected
with an itchy technovirus, and unwittingly becomes the last hope of the entire universe.
Sacrificing his job in investigation following an incident in Paris, Jacques Fort has only a matter of weeks to
solve a series of mysterious disappearances as a Gendarme in the rural French village of Messandrierre. But, as
the number of missing persons rises, his difficult and hectoring boss puts obstacles in his way. Steely and
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determined, Jacques won't give up and, when a new Investigating Magistrate is appointed, he becomes the go-to
local policeman for all the work on the case. Will he find the perpetrators before his lover, Beth, becomes a
victim? Messandrierre - the first in a new crime series featuring investigator, Jacques Fort.
'Sophie's novels are perfect for cosy escapism' - Heidi Swain _____________________________ Liberty has
never been a risk-taker. She loves the routine of her quiet life in the charming village of Willowbrook, with her
Labrador, Charlie. But the arrival of a mysterious gift prompts Liberty to make some changes: starting with a
daily challenge to say yes to everything for the month of December... Fearless and independent, Alex could
hardly be a less obvious fit for peaceful village life. But after an accident cuts short his promising motorcycling
career, he finds himself in Willowbrook in search of new direction. When the pair become unlikely housemates,
sparks fly at Damselfly Cottage. Will living together prove impossible - especially when the first snow falls? Or,
cut off from the outside world, can they help each other find what it takes to be brave this Christmas? *****
Readers love Sophie Claire! 'This was a wonderful festive story full of intrigue, drama and romance.' Five stars
'A lovely heart warming story. Loved it.' Five stars 'This is definitely a book to curl up with of an evening, a book
to make you smile and feel happy. The characters are so lovely, the writing so warm.' Five stars 'I loved this
book, and read it in one sitting.' Five stars 'A lovely heart-warming book that I could not put down. I really
strongly recommend and can't wait to see what's next from this author!' Five stars
‘An intriguing story about family life, tenderly told and packing an emotional punch.’ Heidi Swain, author of
Poppy’s Recipe for Life Sometimes we find happiness where we least expect it...
Main Street
The Christmas Holiday
Finding Home
Around the World in 80 Days (???????)
The Never Have I Ever Club
Escape to the Little Chateau
Daisy is preparing to spend her first Christmas in the only place she’s ever really felt at home: beautiful Fox Farm. But when
tragedy strikes, she will need all her festive cheer, and all the mulled wine, to keep Christmas from being cancelled… Living
at Fox Farm, with its cosy café and charming pottery workshop, is a dream come true for thirty-one-year-old Daisy. The kindly
owner, Jean, and the close-knit village feel like the family Daisy has never had. She’s been looking forward to finally having
people to buy gifts for and to share cookies with in front of the fire after too much Christmas dinner. When Jean suddenly
falls ill, Daisy is the first to lend a hand in organising the holiday celebrations. She ropes in Alex – Jean’s handsome Scrooge
of a nephew – to help her. From the get-go Daisy and Alex cannot agree on anything, butting heads through decorating
disasters and tripping over each other at the holiday barn dance. Alex hates Christmas, and Daisy is feeling so festive she
might as well be the fairy on top of the ten-foot tree. Can Daisy melt Alex’s icy exterior and prove to him just how magical
Christmas can be? But then Alex discovers Fox Farm is almost bankrupt, and suddenly its whole future is in jeopardy. They
need a plan, and quickly, if Jean is to have a place to come back to this Christmas. Will Daisy be able to save the only real
home she’s ever had? And might this Christmas be the beginning of something special? Grab a mug of hot chocolate and a
mince pie (or two!) and lose yourself in this utterly charming and romantic holiday tale that proves home is where the heart
is. Perfect for fans of RaeAnne Thayne, Sarah Morgan and Heidi Swain, this is the book that will make your Christmas!
Readers adore Helen Pollard: ‘LOVED THIS STORY!!! It was super-cute and I was hooked from the beginning.’ Goodreads
reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘I couldn’t turn the pages fast enough… Uplifting, witty, moving and romantic… sure to make you giggle,
sigh and keep you hooked.’ Bookish Jottings ‘I just couldn’t put it down. It could warm you even on the coldest day of the
year.’ Books By My Bedside, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘I loved every single page of this book and didn't want the story to end… Had me hooked
from start to finish, had me giggling on the bus… One of those warm, cosy books.’ The Reading Shed ‘I sat up all night
reading this lovely book, I just couldn’t put it down… A joy to read.’ NetGalley reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘A heartwarming and funny
rom-com… kept me hooked… I loved the twists and turns.’ Scrapping and Playing, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘A bewitching, fun read... a
delightful setting and an added mystery, too.’ Splashes Into Books, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘A feel-good book that had me with a smile on my
face and laughing out loud.’ Splashes into Books ‘A delightfully funny romance!… Fun, light, feel-good.’ Lu Review Books,
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Delightful… Reading one of Helen’s books feels more like a chat between friends than reading an actual book.’ Ginger
Book Geek, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
In Nothing Much Happens Kathryn Nicolai offers a healthy way to ease the mind before bed: through the timeless appeal of
classic bedtime stories. These calming tales take place in and around a fictional city, each one revealing those small, sweet
moments of joy that may be found in the commonplace. As the unnamed, gender-neutral narrators recount their days they
evoke the distinct comforts offered by each of the four seasons and gently lull their reader towards sleep. From celebrating
nature and revelling in the joy or being home alone to the pleasure of getting lost in the stacks of the library and picking out
the best of the end-of-season tomatoes at the farmer's market, this treasury offers something for everyone. Using her decades
of experience as a meditation and yoga teacher, Kathryn Nicolai creates a world for you to slip into, one rich in sensory
experience that quietly teaches mindfulness and self-compassion, soothes frayed nerves, and builds solid habits for nurturing
sleep.
Winner of the RNA Romantic Comedy of the Year Award. Two best friends. Eight pub quizzes. One shot at love... There are
some people who seem like they have all the answers in life. Clarrie Midwinter isn't one of them. At the age of 26, tomboy
Clarrie is still struggling to become a 'proper' grown-up. She's eternally strapped for cash, she hasn't had a date in nearly a
year and her attempts to quit smoking tend to take a nosedive after the second pint. Most annoyingly of all, her ladykiller
best friend Simon just won't stop asking her out. The only thing keeping her sane is her pub quiz team, the Mighty Morphin
Flower Arrangers. But when Simon bets her a date their team will win the quiz league, Clarrie is forced to confront what she
really wants out of life – and love. Is it finally time for her to grow up? Gloriously irreverent, badly behaved romantic comedy
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from the author of Meet Me at the Lighthouse.
Come and spend the summer in a charming village by the sea. Breathe in the crisp, salty air, slip off your shoes and feel the
golden sand beneath your feet… Claudia has never regretted leaving her corporate city life behind and escaping to this piece
of coastal paradise. With her cheeky cat Pudding by her side, she has built a community of loyal friends who feel more like
family. Her shop at the end of the beach road is full of things that bring joy to locals and visitors alike. Life has finally settled
into a perfect, comfortable rhythm. That is until widower Jason moves to town with his teenage daughter Millie, looking for a
new start for both of them. Millie is instantly drawn to the delights of Claudia’s shop and her free-spirited way of life.
However, practical architect Jason is less than thrilled about his daughter’s new interests. He doesn’t shy away from telling
Claudia exactly what he thinks and sparks fly every time they meet. But Jason and Millie aren’t the only newcomers this
summer and life in the harbour, especially Claudia’s, is about to change in more ways than one. As circumstances throw
Claudia into Jason’s path in increasingly unexpected ways, she begins to glimpse what lies beneath his fiery temper and
sharp tongue. Claudia was sure her life was complete, but could something have been missing after all? The only book you
need in your beach bag this summer. Fans of Sarah Morgan, Cathy Bramley and Phillipa Ashley will be charmed by this
seaside romance filled with warmth, humour and heart. Why readers love Helen Pollard: ‘Oh wow! I absolutely loved, lived,
laughed and cried with this brilliant, addictive tale… A beautiful, fun tale, set in stunning surroundings, with characters that
you don't want to leave behind. Highly recommended!’ Renita D’Silva ‘Like sunshine on a cloudy day this is a book to warm
your heart. I loved it.’ Shellyback Books ‘Oh, how joyous it was…I did enjoy every single minute… I was distraught when the
story was finished… A perfect summer book.’ Lilac Diaries ‘Helen Pollard can do NO wrong… This really is a wonderfully feel
good read.’ Best Crime Books and More ‘Fabulous… I loved all the characters… Transports you to a world that you don't want
to leave.’ Rachel’s Random Reads ‘Wow what a book… Easy, enjoyable and a book that you won't want to put down. Brilliant.’
Goodreads Reviewer ‘The absolute best vacation read… Amazing, genuine and unforgettable.’ Chocolate ‘n’ Waffles ‘I was
completely spellbound… I highly recommend you to take a fictional holiday by reading this book.’ With Love for Books ‘A
perfect summer sunshine read.’ My Chestnut Reading Tree ‘What a lovely gem of a book… Gentle and warm with some lovely
characters and a good bit of eye candy… Perfect for a pick-me-up summer read where you just want to lose yourself in the
story.’ The Met Line Reader ‘I loved every single page of this book and didn't want the story to end. It had me hooked from
start to finish, had me giggling on the bus (rather embarrassing). It is one of those warm, cosy books that needs coffee and
croissants.’ The Reading Shed ‘Brilliant… I chuckled often and there were even a couple of belly laughs… One night, being
unable to sleep, I decided to read just a few more pages and ended up reading until 3 am!… Now that is what I call a good
book.’ Janni B’s Book Reviews
Miss Moonshine's Emporium of Happy Endings
Love at First Fight
Britain and Ireland
Christmas at Fox Farm
An Uplifting Collection of Feelgood Festive Stories
It Took Three to Make Me
Bedtime Stories for Adults
Curl up with this uplifting festive read – perfect for fans of Trisha Ashley and Carole Matthews. ‘This wonderful story put a huge
smile on my face’ Lucy Coleman
PICKED FOR WORLD BOOK NIGHT 2020 THE PERFECT READ TO CALM YOUR MIND IN TIMES OF STRESS **** As
recommended by RED magazine **** 'Dreamy' STYLIST 'Calm and restore an anxious mind before sleep... the most beautiful
book that will, without a doubt, put you in the mood for some zzzzzs.' the SUN 'Hurrah for a book that draws us away from the cold
blue light of the smart phone and into the soothing glow of poems, short stories and extracts' THE SIMPLE THINGS Introduced by
Lucy Mangan * * * Tales to soothe tired souls. A night time companion for frazzled adults, including calming stories and poems for
a good night's sleep. * * * This cheering book of best loved short tales, extracts and poems will calm and restore an anxious mind
before sleep. A good night's sleep is essential for our well being and our health, but in our busy lives sleep is often poor and
overlooked. Now is the time to stop a while and find consolation and wonder in other worlds where all is well and sleep just a page
or two away. From classic stories by Oscar Wilde, Guy de Maupassant and Katherine Mansfield, to friendly tales of our
childhoods, to poetry that reminds us of the simple joys of life, this lovingly curated book will soothe a tired mind and gently carry
you to the peaceful land of sleep. So switch off, snuggle down and allow yourself to escape into new worlds and old; magical,
mysterious and tender realms that will accompany you to your own sweet dreams.
Richard's gone shopping for romance at the supermarket, Sally tries a smart way to get her man, Kirstey turns arty and Natalie just
waits. And waits. And waits. Will their efforts be rewarded? Heidi has always known she and Carl are perfect for each other. He's
much cleverer than her, so why does he continue to search the sky for his sign, when she's standing right next to him? Moths can't
shimmer and dazzle like newly emerged butterflies, people in wheelchairs don't climb mountains, those who're different rarely see
themselves as perfect - unless they're helped to do so by someone who loves them. And only if they accept that help. Others use
more extreme means to find love; getting bound and gagged, being nice to children - even poetry! Molly has her husband, but not
his attention, the old man had a companion once but is alone again and Siobhan Desire was never the person she claimed to be.
Will love return for any of them? Whether they're together forever, broken-hearted, or still trying to make it work, anyone who has
loved has a story to tell. This collection contains 24 of them.
Sophie Challoner is a modern-day Cinderella: sensible, hard-working, and a devoted carer of her father. When her grandmother
throws a romantic ball for her in Paris, for one wonderful night Sophie forgets her promise to her family and does something
reckless she will never forget. Years later, Sophie is reunited with the man she left behind her that evening, and she finds JeanLuc Olivier is not the glamorous socialite she thought. Jean-Luc is a force to be reckoned with... Praise for The Silk Romance:
"Deliciously different... A good story, a believable and charming romance, and utterly delightful." "Alyssa Lynn Palmer reviews"
"Unforgettable, powerfully intense and beautifully written" "Caroline Barker, A Reader's Review" "A beautiful love story that
deepens with each turn of the page." "Goodreads reviewer" "One of the most well-crafted books I have read." "Ladybug Lin
Reviews" ""A lovely dance of give and take, where Lyon and the old city, famed for silk manufacture, become a character in the
story itself.""
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A heartwarming and feel good beach read
Songs of the West
A heart-warming and feel-good cosy read for Christmas
A heartwarming and uplifting Christmas romance
Happy Dreams at Mermaid Cove
Summer at the French Olive Grove
The Little Bookroom
"Songs of the West" by F. W. Bussell, S. Baring-Gould, H. Fleetwood Sheppard. Published by Good Press.
Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics &
literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the
books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and
accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
A birthday. A lighthouse. And the love of her life...
The top kindle and USA Today Bestseller! ’A brilliantly original and enchanting tale’ Sun ‘Wonderful
characters make this a great read’ Good Housekeeping ‘Truly unique...unforgettable’ Woman’s Weekly
Romance.
My IVF Journey
The Little French Guesthouse
Meet Me at the Lighthouse
A Collection of 24 Romantic Short Stories
Sweet Breath of Memory
59 Memory Lane (Pengelly Series, Book 1)
The Moonshine Task Force Collection

Could love be the biggest adventure of all? Filmmaker Lily's life is all about work and
adventure. So when she suffers an accident on her travels and finds herself recuperating in the
quiet French seaside village where she spent her childhood, she can't wait to escape. Not least
because Olivier - Lily's childhood friend and former crush, who she has spent the last thirteen
years avoiding - is staying next door . . . Strong-minded masterbaker Olivier is happily settled
in St Pierre, preparing to marry and put down roots. But Lily's return to the village risks
turning his carefully-laid plans upsidedown, and as the pair rediscover their familiar rivalry
and fun, sparks fly. Is Lily really as fearless and independent as she seems on the surface - or
is she just running from the past? And what if Olivier is the only one who can teach her what it
really means to be brave? Readers love Summer at the French Olive Grove: 'Romantic . . .
heartwarming and uplifting' - 5 STARS 'The perfect summery read' - 5 STARS 'Heartwarming,
humorous and heartbreaking' - 5 STARS 'Glorious setting . . . you can almost feel the warm
sunshine on your skin' - 5 STARS 'A stunning story . . . heart, love, loss and a delightful cast
of characters' - 5 STARS
From the big city to a little yellow mobile library on the Isle of Skye ... When Jenna Palmer
agrees to the new position of mobile librarian on the tiny Arrandale peninsular of the Isle of
Skye, she knows she’s signing up for difficult working conditions and mediocre wages. But Jenna
needs to get away, and a little yellow mobile library called Buttercup could be her escape to
happier dreams ... However, whilst Jenna can get to grips with foggy island roads, local mermaid
legends and even big purple monsters, she never expected to have to contend with a boss as
grumpy as Daniel McGregor, or a young book lover as enthusiastic as his niece, Katrina.
Arrandale might represent Jenna’s safe port in a storm, but could she and Buttercup also become
a beacon of hope to Daniel, Katrina and the entire island community?
Carol Milford is an exuberant, liberal-hearted woman who marries a man from a small town. After
they marry they settle in his home-town, Gopher Prairie, which Carol finds narrow and ugly. She
throws herself into reforming the town, but is met only with derision by her own class. She
decides to leave, but finds that the world outside is just as flawed as Gopher Prairie. She
remains uncowed, however, declaring "I do not admit that dish-washing is enough to satisfy all
women!"
Robyn Bloom thought Ash Barnes was the love of her life – until one day he announced he was
leaving her to fly halfway across the world. Months later, Robyn is struggling to move on – but
then she has a brainwave: The Never Have I Ever Club. Her handsome next-door neighbour Will
helps her bring their fellow Yorkshire villagers together for some carpe-diem-inspired fun. From
burlesque dancing to Swedish massages, everyone has plenty of bucket-list activities to try, but
it doesn't take long for Robyn to realise what – or who – her heart truly desires: Will. There's
just one problem: he's Ash's twin brother. Make that two problems: Ash is moving home... and he
wants Robyn back. Mary Jayne Baker is the recipient of the RNA Romantic Comedy Award for A
Question of Us.
Calming stories to soothe your mind and help you sleep
A Small Town Romance
The Runaway Bride
Dance for a Diamond
A tale of the singularity, posthumanity, and awkward social situations
9 Relaxing Sleep Stories for Everyday Guided Meditation, Mindfulness for Beginners, Self
Hypnosis, Anxiety & Spiritual Brain Healing
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The perfect binge-read romcom for summer 2021!
She might not have much in this world, but it costs nothing to be kind...
A gorgeous Christmas novel - with a European twist - for 2019, from an exciting new voice in festive fiction! *** After a bad break-up, eternal
optimist Evie Miller moves to a small village to finally pursue her dream of opening a craft shop. Love is the last thing on her mind, especially
when the potential for romance in the village seems to start and stop with hostile local Jake Hartwood. With Christmas just around the corner,
wounded Evie is determined to escape the festivities, and it turns out Jake feels the same. But love is completely off the cards when they run
away to a remote villa in Provence to escape the season, isn't it?
※ Google Play 圖書不支援多媒體播放 ※
What if bedtime didn’t have to be a nightmare? Designed for audio, this book contains 9 relaxing bedtime tales to help you drift off into a deep,
relaxing, natural sleep. A selection of soothing words which act as a drug-free sleep aid. For ultimate relaxation and peaceful vibes. Use the
stories as part of a breathing exercise, as nighttime meditation or just to help you unwind at the end of a long day. More interesting than white
noise. More engaging than nature sounds. A perfect de-stressor. So, if you want to transform your evenings from dreading bedtime to looking
forward to it…click “add to cart”
Rapture of the Nerds
a laugh out loud romantic comedy
Nothing Much Happens
a laugh out loud romantic comedy about love and second chances
Felicity at the Cross Hotel
Frozen Hope
Messandrierre

"Helena Fairfax writes feel good romances that are guaranteed to leave a smile on your face!" Elaine Everest, Sunday
Times bestselling author A quaint hotel in the Lake District. The Cross Hotel is the perfect getaway. Or is it? Felicity
Everdene needs a break from the family business. Driving through the Lake District to the Cross Hotel, past the shining
lake and the mountains, everything seems perfect. But Felicity soon discovers all is not well at the Cross Hotel ... Patrick
Cross left the village of Emmside years ago never intending to return, but his father has left him the family's hotel in his
will, and now he's forced to come back. With a missing barmaid, a grumpy chef, and the hotel losing money, the arrival of
Felicity Everdene from the notorious Everdene family only adds to Patrick's troubles. With so much to overcome, can
Felicity and Patrick bring happiness to the Cross Hotel ... and find happiness for themselves? Praise for Helena Fairfax
"Ms Fairfax's writing is lovely, romantic, evocative and sweet with a hint at an old fashioned love story..." Anita Davidson,
Author "Helena Fairfax spins a romantic tale..." Robbi Perna Phd. Author and lecturer "Who can resist Helena's reasons for
writing romances, which include her optimistic view of humanity?" Kenneth Hicks, Author
Meet the series that's sweeter than tea and hotter than an Alabama summer day! In this three-book collection of hot
cops, known as the Moonshine Task Force you'll get an age-gap surprise pregnancy, a second-chance romance, and a
marriage of convenience. Renegade - When older-woman, Whitney, allows herself a one-night-stand with her younger
brother's best friend, neither one expect for it to have life-long consequences. Tank - EMT Blaze is heart-broken when she
responds to one of the worst car accidents she's ever seen. Everything changes when she realizes the man inside is the
one she's never been able to forget. Havoc - Team leader, Havoc, can't stand to see the despair in Leighton Strather's
eyes when he's forced to arrest her. It hits him so hard in the gut, he knows the only thing he can do to protect her from
her family, is marry her.
When Kitty Clayton flees her wedding with no money, no bank card and no phone, her life seems worryingly futureless. All
she knows is, she'd rather sleep on the streets than go back home to cheating Ethan. But perhaps she will eventually find
her happily ever after?
Love-cynic Bridie Morgan is holding a last hurrah to the 'dating' stage of her life; she's going on twenty dates in twenty
days. An enemies-to-lovers romantic comedy, Love at First Fight is a modern retelling of Much Ado About Nothing.
The Man I Fell In Love With
The perfect feel good summer read
A Question of Us
Folk Songs of Devon & Cornwall Collected from the Mouths of the People
The Little Shop in Cornwall
Bedtime Stories for Stressed Out Adults
All That Love Stuff

A girl sits in a dusty room, crammed to the rafters with books. Sunlight dances on the covers, between which are stories of magical worlds and
faraway places, lands of princesses, kings, giants, and real children too. Eleanor Farjeon was that girl, who was so enchanted by her little
bookroom that she recreated it by writing this wonderful collection of short stories. This charming book was the winner of the prestigious
Carnegie Medal and is beautifully illustrated throughout by Edward Ardizzone, whose exquisite pictures immediately bring to mind the
magical atmosphere of the stories
Much like her amazing career, Jacqui Cooper’s IVF story is full of ups and downs, but always inspiring. After a stellar career as a world
champion aerial skier, Jacqui Cooper’s only hope to start a family was IVF. While there’s plenty of technical information out there for
women embarking on this process, Jacqui yearned for some real, honest, warts-and-all advice on the highs and lows of IVF. But she couldn’t
find it. So, in true Jacqui style, she decided to write it herself. Frozen Hope is Jacqui’s own story of IVF: the emotional responses she didn’t
expect, the things she wished she’d known, the things she wished she’d prepared for and those she could never have anticipated. It’s a story of
hope despite disheartening odds, extraordinary perseverance and, ultimately, joy and motherhood. ‘The perfect book for anyone embarking
on their own IVF journey.’ —Jo Hall Jacqui Cooper is Australia’s most successful aerial skier. In a career spanning two decades, she became
the first woman in Olympic history, summer or winter, to represent Australia at five Olympic Games. Jacqui won five world titles, 39 World
Cup medals, 24 World Cup wins and three major World Championship medals, and is now a motivational speaker and the mother of three
small children. She has also just launched a gluten-free range of frozen dough products, Food for Me
This completely updated and expanded 2nd edition covers the main developments in the history of British and Irish literature and, uniquely,
includes accompanying language notes exploring the interrelationships between language and literature.
Here is a book as joyous and painful, as mysterious and memorable, as childhood itself. I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings captures the
longing of lonely children, the brute insult of bigotry, and the wonder of words that can make the world right. Maya Angelou’s debut memoir
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is a modern American classic beloved worldwide. Sent by their mother to live with their devout, self-sufficient grandmother in a small
Southern town, Maya and her brother, Bailey, endure the ache of abandonment and the prejudice of the local “powhitetrash.” At eight years
old and back at her mother’s side in St. Louis, Maya is attacked by a man many times her age—and has to live with the consequences for a
lifetime. Years later, in San Francisco, Maya learns that love for herself, the kindness of others, her own strong spirit, and the ideas of great
authors (“I met and fell in love with William Shakespeare”) will allow her to be free instead of imprisoned. Poetic and powerful, I Know
Why the Caged Bird Sings will touch hearts and change minds for as long as people read. “I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings liberates the
reader into life simply because Maya Angelou confronts her own life with such a moving wonder, such a luminous dignity.”—James Baldwin
From the Paperback edition.
The Routledge History of Literature in English
a laugh-out-loud romantic comedy
Christmas at Miss Moonshine's Emporium
Regiment of Women
The Silk Romance
When the magic of Christmas is just what you're looking for... There's something magical about Miss Moonshine's
Wonderful Emporium, and at Christmas she brings an added sparkle to the inhabitants of the pretty Yorkshire town of
Haven Bridge. Customers who step over her threshold find an eccentric collection of gifts, but Miss Moonshine has a
rare knack for providing exactly what they need: a strange Advent calendar whose doors give a glimpse of a happy
ending; a vintage typewriter that types a ghostly message from Christmas past; a mirror in a silver case that reflects the
person you'd like to be. Step inside Miss Moonshine's quirky shop, and the thing you need most for Christmas will be
right there, waiting for you... Nine romantic novelists from Yorkshire and Lancashire, including best-selling and awardwinning authors, have joined together to create this collection of uplifting festive stories guaranteed to warm your heart.
This intriguing mix of historical and contemporary romances will make you laugh, cry, and believe in the magic of
Christmas.
Finalist for the RNA Jackie Collins Award for Romantic Suspense Will Amy’s dreams of a Provençal escape come true?
There are many reasons Amy Carter is determined to make Bellefontaine, her farmhouse hotel in the French
countryside, a success. Of course, there’s the time and money she’s put in to making it beautiful, but she also has
something to prove – particularly to people like Fabien Coste. Fabien is the owner of the nearby château, and he might
just be the most arrogant, patronising man Amy has ever met ... unfortunately, he’s also the most handsome. But as
rumours circulate in the local community and secrets about the old farmhouse begin to reveal themselves, Amy quickly
sees the less idyllic side of life at Bellefontaine. Could Fabien be the man to help prevent her Provençal dream from
turning into a nightmare? This was previously published as A Spell in Provence by Accent Press in 2015. This is a
revised, substantially edited and updated version. Published October 2020 by Choc Lit.
"A storyteller at the top of her game." --Jacquelyn Mitchard, New York Times bestselling author Life is in the telling.
With its tree-lined streets, vibrant downtown and curbside planters of spring bulbs, Amberley, Massachusetts, seems a
good place for Cate Saunders to start over. It's been two years since her husband, John, was killed in Iraq and life has
been a struggle. Her new job as a caregiver doesn't pay much, but the locals are welcoming. In fact, Cate has barely
unpacked before she's drawn--reluctantly at first--into a circle of friends. There's diner-owner Gaby, who nourishes her
customers' spirits as well as their bodies; feisty Beatrice, who kept the town going when its men marched off to WWII;
wise-cracking MaryLou, as formidable as Fort Knox but with the same heart of gold; and, Sheila, whose Italian grocery is
the soul of the place. As Amberley reveals itself to be a town shaped by war, Cate encounters another kindred spirit--a
Holocaust survivor with whom she feels a deep connection. When revelations about John's death threaten Cate's
newfound peace of mind, these sisters-in-arms' stories show her an unexpected way forward. And Cate comes to
understand that although we suffer loss alone, we heal by sharing our most treasured memories. "Filled with
compassion, humor and honesty, Ariella Cohen's Sweet Breath of Memory is a powerful story of forgiveness. . .Through
food and friendship, a community releases its long held secrets, and Cohen provides solace for her characters and her
readers." -- Karen Brown, author of The Longings of Wayward Girls "Ariella Cohen spins a tender yarn about the
enduring nature of love, the importance of friendship and the eternal longing for a place to call home. Every page brims
with warmth, wisdom and compassion." -- Yona Zeldis McDonough, author of You Were Meant for Me
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